
JL lymonth Hoe
Criticism: A magnificent spectacle: should

do well in the suburbs and provinces.

The story: Queen Elizabeth (Edna May
Oliver) is in love with Francis Drake (Gar)

Cooper) who prefers her maid of honour
(Olivia de Havilland). She is a very proud
queen, so the young people have to keep their

love a secret. But the Earl of Leicester (Basil

Rathbone) has ambitions to marry the

Queen, and tells her of Gary's love for Olivia.

The Queen banishes Gary in anger, and he

sails round the world capturing Spanish

galleons. Olivia is sent to the Tower.

Meanwhile the Earl of Leicester presses

his suit with Edna May Oliver, but makes
little progress. She finally spurns him, and he

begins to intrigue with the King of Spain

(Akim Tamiroff), asking him to send an

Armada and conquer Elizabeth.

Meanwhile Gary returns with a load of

treasure, and the Queen knights him, but she

will not forgive Olivia. After the knighting

ceremony there is a great feast on Plymouth
Hoe, and one of Shakespeare's comedies is

performed. Gary, thinking of Olivia, cannot

join in the merriment. He steals away for a

game of bowls with the common sailors.

Meanwhile the Earl of Leicester has sent

word to Spain that now is the time to sail up
the Channel, while Drake's men are all

dancingor playing bowls. The Spanish fleet is in

charge of Henry Stephenson (The Duke of

Medina Sidonia). The signals for attack are

locked in his flagship.

Meanwhile the English sailors have

gathered round Plymouth Hoe to watch the

game. The Spaniards are sighted, but Drake
insists on playing the full twenty-one ends,

though the Armada gets nearer and nearer.

Drake wins the game. As night falls, he

rows out to the Spanish flagship and gains

admission by means of a trick. He steals the

signals for attack out of the safe in Henry
Stephenson's cabin. The Spanish fleet is now
powerless to move. Fireships are sent among
them.

In the morning there is a great battle, and
the English win easily. Henry Stephenson

dies gallantly.

After the battle there is a showdown. Edna
May Oliver asks Drake what reward he wants
for saving England. He asks for Olivia de

Havilland. Gary and Olivia are married, and
Basil Rathbone' s head is cut off.

Bannockburn
Criticism: A magnificent spectacle: should

do well in the suburbs and provinces.

The story: Robert Bruce (Gary Cooper)
hues Olivia de Havilland, daughter of the

High Steward o\~ Scotland, but she refuses

to marry him until he has delivered Scotland

from the yoke of the English king. Edward I,

Hammer of the Scots (('. Aubrey Smith).

Bruce sets about the task, but is betrayed to

the English time after time by John Balliol

(Basil Rathbone). In reward for this assist-
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ance, the English king makes Basil king of
Scotland, and Bruce is banished from the

country with a price on his head. He goes to

Rathlin Island in disguise.

Meanwhile, the Scots are preparing to

rise in rebellion against Basil Rathbone, who
is a tyrant, while Basil is trying to get Olivia

de Havilland to marry him, in order to con-

solidate his position. But Olivia still has faith

in Bruce, and delays giving him an answer.

Meanwhile, Bruce is lying in a cave on
Rathlin Island, watching a spider trying to

build a web. Six limes the thread breaks, and
six times the spider tries again. That's funny,

says Gary, 1 have been betrayed in six

battles. I wonder if the spicier will try again'.'

The spider succeeds at the seventh attempt,

and Bruce determines to come back to Scot-

land and trv again to beat the English.

Meanwhile, C. Aubrey Smith dies, on his

way to Scotland to put down the Scottish

rebels.

Meanwhile, Gary lands in Ayrshire, and
begins to rally the Scots to his banner. He
captures castle after castle, until the only

castle the English have left is Stirling Castle.

He draws up his forces at Bannockburn and

prepares for a great battle.

Meanwhile. Edward II (Henry Stephenson)

has arrived in Scotland with a huge army to

relieve Stirling Castle.

The night before the battle, while the

English are feasting and the Scots are singing

Scots Wha Hue, Bruce penetrates the English

hues, gaining admission by means of a trick.

He puts spikes in the ground in front o( the

English cavalry.

In the morning, when the English cavalry

tries to charge, the horses all stick on the
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spikes, and are powerless to move. There is

a great battle which the Scots win easily.

Henry Stephenson dies gallantly.

After the battle there is a showdown. Gary
and Olivia are married, and Basil Rathbone's
head is cut off.

The Black Hole

of Calcutta

Criticism: A magnificent spectacle : should
do well in the suburbs and provinces.

The story: Robert Clive (Gary Cooper) is

in love with Olivia de Havilland, daughter of
the Governor of Calcutta. Imagine his feelings

when he discovers that Suraj-ud-Dowlah
(Basil Rathbone) has thrown her into a dun-
geon with 145 others.

Clive rescues Olivia and prepares to march
against Basil at Plassey.

The night before the battle, he penetrates

the native lines, gaining admission by means
of a trick. He breaks off points of the sharp
sticks used by the elephants' jockeys.

In the morning, the elephants are powerless

to move. There is a great battle, which the

English win easily. Henry Stephenson dies

gallantly.

After the battle, there is a showdown.
Gary and Olivia are married, and Basil Rath-

bone's head is cut off.

The Relief of Lucknoiv
Criticism: A magnificent spectacle: should

do well in the suburbs and provinces.

The story: Sir Colin Campbell (Gary
Cooper) is in love with Jessie Macdonald
(Olivia de Havilland). Imagine his feelings

when he discovers that she has been besieged

in Lucknow by mutinous natives led by Basil

Rathbone.
The night before the battle, Gary penetrates

the native lines, gaining admission by means
of a trick. He greases the natives' cartridges

with cow's fat.

Meanwhile, Jessie dreams that he is coming
to her. In the morning, the bagpipes of Gary's

highlanders are heard in the distance.

Meanwhile, the native rebels have thrown
down their rifles and are powerless.

There is a great battle, which the English

win easily. Henry Stephenson dies gallantly.

After the battle, there is a showdown.
Gary and Olivia are married, and Basil

Rathbone's head is cut off.

The Fall of Rome
Criticism: A magnificent spectacle : should

do well in the suburbs and provinces.

The story: After the decline and fall of the

Roman Empire, there is a showdown. Gary
and Olivia are married, and Basil Rathbone's
head is cut off.

Flash Reviews
Conquest of Mexico, Scramble for Africa,

Battle of Waterloo, Retreat from Mons, Fall

of Sevastopol, Advance on the Rhine, Heights

of Abraham, Gladstone.

Savonarola, Perkin Warbeck, Bismarck,

Bradman, John Knox.
Humboldt, The Hundred Days, The Great

Plains, The Thin Red Line, Last of the

Tribunes, Victoria Falls, Martyrdom of Man,
World Civilisation.

Criticism: Magnificent spectacles: should

do well in the suburbs and provinces.

The story: There is a showdown. Gary and
Olivia are married, and Basil Rathbone's
head is cut off.

(cont. from next column)

Real comic draughtsmanship is rare. It must
not merely illustrate a joke; it must be imme-
diate, extravagant, and satirical in itself. Such
elements Shell has discovered in Messrs.

Bawden, Robb and Constanduros, and let

loose on a delighted world.

I hope the public is properly grateful to the

managers o\ Shell-Mex and B.P. They have
acted on the belief that the best will always be

appreciated. This is a prodigious act o\~ faith,

and if it turns out to be justifiable we shall all

feel more confident about the future of art in

this country.

ART and the

POSTER
h\ Sir Kenneth Clark

Director of the National Gallery

For the past seven or eight years, Shell-

Mex and B.P. have been among the best

patrons of modern art. They are all that a

patron should be they employ young or

little-known artists, they provide definite

subjects, and they make it possible for an

artist's work to be enjoyed by a very large

number of people. The art of private patron-

age has long been dead, and state patronage

where it exists is out of touch with public

feeling: for we do not really want to see our

buildings decorated with the rows of solemn

muscular men which monumental painting

is supposed to demand. We want the gaiety,

the variety, the ingenuity, which Shell posters

nearly always supply. The patronage of Shell

is truly democratic. Every kind of artist is

employed, and allowed perfect freedom to

interpret a given subject as he likes; and in

justification of this democratic principle the

unknown artists have, on the whole, been

more successful than their well-known col-

leagues. Two of the best posters in the last

Exhibition, the -'Great Globe at Swanage" and

the "Wolves at Whipsnade", introduced me to

painters whose work 1 have since come to

value very highly. No doubt visitors to the

present Exhibition will make similar dis-

coveries.

Shell-Mex posters prove a point recently

neglected—the importance of the subject

:

and in this I think that the recent series of

landscapes to illustrate Britain's landmarks

has been rather less successful than those

which preceded it. The artist was laced with

the problem whether to paint a straight-

forward picture of the scene, or to attempt

artificially to transform it into a poster. The
ingenuity with which Mr. McKnight Kauffer

has solved this problem is the proof of its

difficulty. Personally I believe that between

an ordinary picture, however well reproduced,

and a poster, there is an essential difference.

The poster should leave an image in the mind,

and to be memorable an image must have

some element of strangeness: and for this

reason Mr. Graham Sutherland's "Brimham
Rock" seems to me the most successful of the

Britain's Landmarks series

The group of Conchophilous Trades, on

the other hand, provided the artist with an

ideal subject. It allowed great freedom of

invention, the accumulation of decorative

motives, and the use ofallegor> that priceless.

forgotten ingredient in all the arts. Mr. Nash,

who has done designs in both series, seems to

prove my point with his beautiful "Foot-

ballers Prefer Shell," in which no foot-

ballers appear.

fins is perhaps the most rarefied region in

which the poster can still breathe: for

ultimately its life must depend on the breath

of popular opinion. But if anyone complains

that Shell posters are sometimes too seriou-

let him turn to the drawings on the tat

(cont. at foot ofprevious < i)
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